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ROBUST VAGUENESS AND THE
FORCED-MARCH SORITES PARADOX

Terence Horgan
Memphis State University

The ancients attributedboth the sorites paradox and the liar paradox to
Eubulides, a member of the Megarianschool and a contemporaryof Aristotle.1
Yet even though the two paradoxes have been known equally long, the liar has
received far more attention than the sorites in philosophy and in logic, both
historically and in our own time.2 The sorites, like Rodney Dangerfield, gets no
respect-not much, anyway.
Historically, this neglect perhapshas something to do with the tendency to
treat Euclidean mathematics, that great paradigm of precision, as a model for
human knowledge generally. This tradition still exerts a powerful influence
today, largely via the legacy of logical positivism.3 And in recent times, the
relative neglect of the sorites paradox probably also reflects the recently
widespread assumption that interestinghuman concepts have precise necessary
and sufficient conditions,articulablevia "conceptualanalysis."
But whatever the reasons might be why the sorites paradox has been
neglected and underappreciated,it is time for that to change. Indeed, I think this
change is probably inevitable, now that philosophers are widely coming to
recognize that most humanconcepts are not susceptibleto the kind of conceptual
analysis envisioned in the heyday of High Church analytic philosophy. As we
move into the post-analytic era, we must confront the fact that concepts are
usually vague. Whereverthere is vagueness, there looms the sorites.
My primarypurpose in this paper is to urge a new philosophical respect for
the sorites paradox.In my view the paradoxis much more difficult, much more
philosophically deep, and much more fraught with import for metaphysics,
semantics, and logic than is generally appreciated.I will explain why I think so,
and I will advance some specific positive proposalsalong the way.
In first the half of the paper(Sections 1-3), I take for grantedthat vagueness
is a genuine and intelligible phenomenon, and that a properunderstandingof it
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will reveal a satisfactoryway to block paradoxicalsorites arguments.InSection 1
I distinguish between two notions of vagueness that I call, respectively, robust
and wimpy; I argue that genuine vagueness is robust ratherthan wimpy; and I
argue that standardtreatmentsof the sorites paradoxare inadequatebecause they
construe vagueness as wimpy ratherthan robust. In Section 2 I sketch a nonclassical logic that reflects the robustnessof genuine vagueness and also blocks
standardforms of the sorites paradox;I argue that truthitself is vague, and thus
that the same logic should hold in a metalanguage for an object language
governed by this logic. In Section 3 I give a Tarski-style truthcharacterization
for a simple artificial language employing vague predicates; this truth
characterizationturnsout to have only limited utility in understandingthe logic
of vagueness, because its implicationsfor logic depend crucially on the logic of
the metalanguageitself.
In the second half (Sections 4-7), I plunge into deeper philosophical water.
The discussion has the following dialecticalstructure:
Thesis: Vagueness is impossible.
Antithesis:Vagueness is actual (and hence possible).
Synthesis: Roughly, one kind of vagueness is impossible and another
kind is actual.
In Section 4 I set forth the case for the Thesis. The heart of the argumentis a
form of sorites reasoning that does not get directly addressed by the logic of
vagueness sketched in Section 2; I call it the forced marchsoritesparadox.This
version of the paradox, it would seem, reveals that vagueness is just
impossible-and thereby also seems to show that the non-classical logic
proposed earlier is incoherent.In Section 5 I reverse direction, and set forth the
case for the Antithesis. Here the central argument is the overwhelming
implausibility that there are any "hidden facts" that somehow yield perfectly
precise semantic or metaphysicalboundarieswhereverwe would normallythink
there is vagueness. In Section 6 I sketch a proposed Synthesis of these two
seemingly incompatiblepositions; the non-classical logic sketched in Section 2,
now regarded in a quite different light, plays an importantrole. In Section 7 I
discuss some philosophical implicationsof the Synthesis.
1. The Robustness

of Vagueness.4

I begin with examples of two kinds of paradoxical sorites argument;I will
call these, respectively, the quantificationalsorites and the conditional sorites.
Let 'Bn' abbreviate 'a person with n hairs on his head is bald'. The
quantificationalsorites argument,for baldness, is this:
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This approachfaces a problem,involvingawkwardquestionslike these:
Whichstatementin the sequenceis the lastwhosetruthvalueis 1?Whichis the
firstwhosetruthvalueis 0? Primafacie, therejustdoes notseemto be anything
forproperuse of thepredicate'is bald'thatwould
aboutthe normsor standards
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sanction as correct any single specific assignment of precise degrees of truthto
the respective statementsin the baldnesssequence,over againsta varietyof other
candidate-assignments.Additionalquestionslike the following furtherunderscore
this point: Between the values of 1 and 0, do truthvalues change linearly as a
function of the number of hairs, or in some other way (e.g., as a sigmoid
function-an "S-curve")? If the semantic-value function is nonlinear, which
specific nonlinear function is it, and why? These questions lack principled
answers, and this fact seems to be a crucial aspect of the vagueness of 'is bald'.
It shows that the adoptionof any specific assignmentof precise degrees of truth,
over against any other candidate-assignmentsthat are equally consistent with
ordinary usage, would be arbitrary-and hence would be a distortion of the
predicate'sactual semanticfeatures.This difficulty, which I will call the problem
of arbitraryprecisiication, arises for vague predicatesin general. (For any vague
predicatethereare sequencesrelevantlyanalogousto the baldnesssequence;I will
call these sorites sequences.)
Let an expression E be robustly vague if there is nothing in our actual
semantic norms that sanctions any single candidate-precisification of E as
correct, over and above various other candidate-precisifications;and let E be
wimpily vague if some unique candidate-precisificationis so sanctioned, rather
than being semantically arbitrary.The import of the preceding remarks is that
genuine vagueness is robust, rather than wimpy.7 An adequate semantical
treatmentof vagueness should respect this robustness,and hence should eschew
arbitraryprecisification. (HenceforthI will use the terms 'robust' and 'wimpy',
and the associated adverbial and nominalized forms, sometimes to talk about
vagueness and related phenomena, and sometimes to talk about proposed
theoreticalaccountsof such phenomena.)
The problem of arbitraryprecisification arises, in one way or another, for
most approachesI know of thatattemptto handle vagueness by complicating,or
generalizingupon, standardTarskianor model-theoreticsemanticsfor formalized
languages. These proposals prove ultimately wimpy, and thus fail to do justice
to the robustness of genuine vagueness. For instance, the problem obviously
arises for the proposal to assign so-called "fuzzy sets" (Zadeh 1965) to vague
predicates as their extensions; for, these entities are only wimply fuzzy, not
robustly so. For another instance, take the 'supervaluationist' approach. The
leading idea is this: since a vague predicatecan be assigned any of a variety of
equally eligible potential extensions, a statementof the form 'Fa' is true if the
referentof 'a' belongs to every eligible candidate-extensionof 'F'; is false if the
referentof 'a' belongs to no eligible candidate-extensionof 'F'; and otherwise is
neither true nor false. On the surface, this way of treating vagueness looks
laudably robust, since it explicitly acknowledges and accommodatesa range of
equally good ways to precisify a vague predicate.But its underlyingwimpiness
becomes evident as soon as one considers its implicationsfor sorites sequences
like the baldness sequence: the approachis committed to a sharpdividing point
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between the last statementin the sequence thatis trueand the first statementthat
is not, and to a sharp dividing point between the last statementthat is not false
and first that is. But the choice of any specific dividing points is just another
form of arbitraryprecisification;for, a crucialaspect of the robustnessof genuine
vagueness is that there is no precise fact of the matter about truth-value
transitionsin sorites sequences.8
Other recent approaches that attempt to extend standardsemantical treatments of formalized languages-e.g., by appealing to an iterative 'definitely'operatorsomewhat analogous to the necessity and possibility operatorsof modal
logic-evidently fare no better. In the end, they all seem committed to some
kind of arbitrary precisification in the assignment of truth values to the
statements in a sorites sequence, rather than capturing the fact that the
distribution of truth values is itself an inherently vague matter. Wimpiness in
these accounts is like water in a sealed balloon; squeeze it away at one spot, and
it bulges forth somewhere else.
One response I sometimes hear to the charge of wimpiness is this:
"Accounts of the kind being criticized are not intended to provide a full
theoreticalaccount of vagueness, but ratherare simplified, idealized, theoretical
accounts-comparable, for instance, to accounts in physics employing
assumptions like frictionless surfaces or volumeless point-masses."But it takes
only a moment's reflection to see the inadequacyof this reply. An assumption
like the absence of friction simplifies one's theoretical account of a physical
phenomenon without essentially distorting the phenomenon itself: the actual
physical system behaves in a manner that would asymptotically approach the
idealized limit-case, were the amountof actualfrictionto diminish.Furthermore,
the same physical theories that apply to idealized systems typically are also
applicableto more complex systems in which the idealizationsno longer hold
although dropping the idealizations sometimes complicates things in ways that
are largely gratuitousfor the explanatoryor predictivepurposesat hand.(One can
accommodate friction in physics, when it becomes importantto do so.) But the
relation between the robustness of genuine vagueness, and the wimpiness
attributedto vagueness understandardsemanticaltreatments,is utterlydifferent.
For, it is essential to ordinaryvagueness that there be no determinatefact of the
matter about how the semantic status of the statements in a sorites sequence
changes as one proceeds systematically from one end of the sequence to the
other. I.e., genuine vagueness is essentially robust. Standardaccounts flout this
feature,and replace it with one or anotherkind of artificialprecisificationthat is
thoroughly incompatiblewith it.
Recognizing the robustness of vagueness, however, is only the beginning.
The task now is to understandit-i.e., to come to grips with the notion "no
determinate fact of the matter about semantic changes in a sorites sequence."
This is anything but easy, as shall be seen.
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2. The Logic of Vagueness.
In reflectingon what an adequateoverallaccountof vaguenesswould have to
be like, it is natural to begin by considering matters of logic. What logical
principles should govern robustly vague language, and/or reasoning about
robustly vague entities (assuming there are such entities)? In this section I
address this question, albeit in a partialway. I describe some key features that
look like plausible candidatesfor incorporationinto a logic of vagueness.9
It is beyond doubt that the logic we seek must somehow differ from
classical logic. For, this is a logical truthin classical logic:
(1) (n)(Bn D Bn+1) v (3n)(Bn & -Bn+1).
Yet the left disjunctof (1),
(2) (n)(BnDBn+l),
is the major premise for the quantificationalsorites argument(Q), whereas the
right disjunctof (1),
(3) (3n)(Bn & -Bn+l),
asserts the existence of a sharp boundarybetween the bald and the not-bald.10
Under classical logic, one of the disjuncts (and only one, since (2) and (3) are
contradictories)must obtain. So classical logic has to go.
What we seek, then, is some modification of classical logic that both (i)
blocks sorites arguments,and (ii) accommodatesthe robustnessof vagueness. To
begin with, the intuitively naturalthing to say about statements (2) and (3) is
that each of them is neither true nor false. Concerning (2), the intuitive
reasoning to support this position goes as follows. Suppose that (2) is true.
Then by argument(Q), a person with 107 hairs on his head is bald-which is
clearly false. Hence, (1) is not true. Now suppose that (2) is false. Then its
negation,
(4) -(n)(Bn D Bn+1),
is true. So, since (4) is logically equivalent to (3), there is a sharp boundary
between the bald and the not-bald. But it's not the case that there is any sharp
boundary.Hence, (2) is notfalse.
The same sort of reductio-style reasoning works for (3). If (3) is true then
there is a sharpboundarybetween the bald and the not-bald;but it's not the case
that there is any such boundary;so (3) is not true. If (3) false, then its negation,
(5) -(3n)(Bn & -Bn+l),
is true;so by the logical equivalence of (5) and (2) plus argument(Q), a person
with 107 hairs on his head is bald-which is clearly false. So (3) is not false.
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By analogous reasoning,(1) too is neithertruenor false.
So we want statementslike (1)-(3) to turnout neithertrue nor false. And, as
illustratedby the preceding reasoning, we want reductio argumentsto establish
not that the reductio premise is false (and thus that its classical negation is true),
but ratherthat it is not true.
The reasoning just articulated concerning (1)-(3) was metalinguistic,
involving truth and falsity. But it is natural and useful to enrich the object
language as well, by adding anotherform of negation. Let -0 be true when it's
not the case that 4 is true; 4 itself might be false, or might lack truth value
altogether. Call this weak negation. Strong negation, by contrast, will work in
the manner of negation in classical logic: -4 will be true when 4 is false.
Although these two forms of negation do not seem to have cleanly
distinguishable modes of expression in ordinarylanguage, I do think they both
occur in ordinary language. So I now stipulate the following usage, to apply
henceforth in this paper: 'it's not the case that' is to be understood as the
ordinary-language counterpartof -_, whereas other negation constructions in
English will be counterpartsof -.
At the object-language level of discourse, then, the reductio reasoning
articulatedabove establishesthe weak negationsof (2) and (3). And so, since the
strong negation of (2) is equivalent to (3), and the strong negation of (3) is
equivalent to (2), that reductio reasoning also establishes the weak negations of
the strong negations of both (2) and (3). Thus the following are all true:
(6) -,(n)(Bn z Bn+I)
(I.e., it's not the case thatfor any n, if an n-hairedperson is bald
then an (n+1)-hairedpersonis bald.)
(7) -,(3n)(Bn & -Bn+l).
(It's not the case thatthere's some n such thatan n-hairedperson is
bald but an (n+1)-hairedpersonis not bald.)
(8) -_,(n)(Bn z Bn+I).
(It's not the case thatnot every n is such thatif an n-hairedperson is
bald thenan (n+1)-hairedpersonis bald.)
(9) -_(3n)(Bn & -Bn+1).lI
(It's not the case thatthere's not an n such thatan n-hairedperson is
bald but an (n+1)-hairedpersonis not bald.)
As for (1), since both disjuncts are neither true nor false, neither (1) nor its
strong negation is true; and so the weak negations of both (1) and its strong
negationare true.
Once we have two forms of negation, it also becomes naturalto introduce
two kinds of conditional to go with them. Just as (4 zD i) is equivalent to (-4 v
- i), equivalent to (-o v i). Such a
i), it is naturalto have a conditional (4)o
conditional is non-vacuously true when the antecedentand consequent are both
true; is vacuously true when it's not the case that the antecedent is true; and is
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false when the antecedent is true and the consequent is false. (Henceforth, by
stipulation,I will use the ordinary-languagelocutions '4)only if iV' and 'iy if 4'
for the conditional expressed symbolically by '-x', and the ordinary-language
locution 'if 4 then iy' for 'D'.)
We now have anotherway besides statement(2) to formulatean induction
premise for a sorites argument, and another way besides (3) to formulate a
statement asserting the existence of a sharp boundary. The second kind of
inductionpremise is this:
(10) (n)(Bn -> Bn+I)
(For any n, an n-hairedperson is bald only if an (n+1)-haired
person is bald.)
(Equivalentto: For any n, either it's not the case that an n-haired
person is bald, or an (n+ 1)-hairedperson is bald.)
This statement is no less potent than (2), as regards the sorites paradox. If we
use it in place of (2) in an argumentof form (Q), the resultingargumentis valid
too:
(Q2) (1) (n)[B(n)- B(n+l)]
(2) B(0)
(3) B(107)
Likewise, the correspondingconditionalsorites argumentis valid as well:
(C2) (1)
(2)
(3)

B(O)
B(O)XB(1)
B(1) XB(2)

(107+2) B(107-1) -X B(107)
(107+3) B(107)
The second kind of boundary-affirmingstatementbesides (3) is this:
(11) (3n)(Bn & -,Bn+1)
(Thereis an n such thatan n-hairedperson is bald and it's not the
case thatan (n+1)-hairedpersonis bald.)
And this statement, obviously, is just as problematicas (3) with respect to the
robustness of vagueness. Remember:robustness means that there is no fact of
the matterabout semantic transitions.
But the way to handle statements(10) and (11), within the generalapproach
we are here following, is the same as with (2) and (3), by the same reductioline
of reasoning. They and their strong negations are neithertrue nor false; thus the
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weak negations of them and their strongnegationsare all true.
The sort of semantics thatone would want, for a languageemploying vague
predicatesand govemed by this sort of logic, would be one that not only assigns
no truth value to certain statements-viz., statements like (1)-(5), (10), and
(11) -but also assigns truthvalues to statementsin a sorites sequence vaguely,
rather than in any precise way.12 That, in turn, means that the semantical
notions of truthand falsity will be robustly vague as well -and hence that the
metalanguagein which the semantics is given will itself be subject to the same
logic. And so forth, all the way up the metalinguistichierarchy.
We can now addressour four forms of the sorites argument,(Q), (Q2), (C),
and (C2). Concerning(Q), the thing to say is that the key premise, viz.,
(2) (n)(Bn z Bn+I),
is neither true nor false. Moreover, within the object language we have the
expressive resources to say what one might initially have tried to say with (2),
i.e., to deny the existence of any sharpsemantic transitions:
(7) -,(3n)(Bn & -_Bn+1).
And (2) itself is to be denied, of course, but this way:
(6) -,(n)(Bn z Bn+1),
which does not entail either
(3) (3n)(Bn & -Bn+l)
or
(11) (3n)(Bn & -_Bn+1).
Exactly analogous things are to be said about argument(Q2), vis-a-vis its key
premise (10).
With respect to argument(C), the natural-lookingapproachis to advert to
the fact that truth is itself robustly vague on this picture (mirroringthe robust
vagueness in the object language), and thus that the truth predicate in the
metalanguageis subject to just the same logic operative in the object language.
So consider the all the conditional premises in (C), and consider the metalinguistic statements
(12) Every premise of (C) is true
and
(13) Some premise of (C) is not true.
The logic of vagueness applies to these, in the metalanguage. So, by reductio
reasoningwe can arguethatboth (12) and (13) are both neithertruenor false, and
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hence that (C) is not sound. And the same goes for argument(C2), with respect
to the analogs of (12) and (13):
(14) Every premise of (C2) is true
(15) Some premise of (C2) is not true.
This mode of response to arguments (C) and (C2), involving the
metalinguistic statements (12)-(15), has an analog concerning the respective
object-languagestatementobtainedby conjoiningall conditionalpremises of (C)
and (C2) respectively:
(16) ([B(O)z B(1)] & [B(1) z B(2)] & ... & [B(107-1)z B(107)]3
(17) ([B(O)-> B(1)] & [B(1) -> B(2)] & ... & [B(107-1) -> B(107)]3
Statements (16) and (17) both are neither true nor false. Hence their strong
negations too are neither true nor false. So their weak negations are true, and so
are the weak negations of their strongnegations.
So a logic with the features I have described evidently blocks the two
quantificationalversions of the sorites argument and also the two conditional
versions, while also avoiding any commitment to sharp semantic boundaries.
You might have a residualsense, though, that this way with the sorites has been
rathertoo quick, and thatthere is still sorites-relatedtroublelurking.If so I think
you are right, for reasons I will spell out in Section 4. First, though, let us ask
about semantics for the approachto logic here proposed.
3. A Tarski-Style

Truth Characterization.

In logical theory, treatmentsof semantics typically focus primarilyon the
task of giving a recursive truth characterizationfor a formal language. One
standardway to do this is model-theoretically:define truthin a model, and then
define truthsimpliciter as truthin the intendedmodel. Truthin a model, in turn,
is the central notion used to characterizekey logical propertiesand relations for
statements of the language: logical truth, logical consistency, and the logicalconsequencerelation.
The other standard approach, more directly in the spirit of Tarski, is to
characterizetruthhomophonically-or at any rate,quasi-homophonically(as I'll
put it). A literal homophonictruthcharacterizationemploys a metalanguagethat
is a direct extension of the object language, minimally enriched with key
semanticalvocabulary-notably a satisfactionpredicate.13 The base clauses do
not advert to the extensions of primitive terms (as in the model-theoretic
approach). Rather, they use the terminology whose semantics they are
specifying, as in this schema for monadicpredicates:
For any object o, o satisfies 'F' iff Fo.14
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A quasi-homophonictruthcharacterizationis much like a fully homophonicone,
except that the operative metalanguage is a modestly richer extension of the
object language. In the typical case, the metalanguageis a fragment of natural
language, whereas the object language is a formal language; the metalanguage
uses ordinary-languagelogical vocabulary:'and', 'or', 'every', 'some', etc.
Prima facie, the model theoretic approach to semantics is inherently illsuited for dealing with the logic of vagueness. For, models are certain kinds of
sets; and sets, as noted already, are paragons of precision. The homophonic
approach,on the other hand, does not face this problem. Moreover,primafacie
one would expect it to do what needs doing, if the robustnessof vagueness is to
be accommodated: viz., to assign semantic values to sentences of the object
language in a genuinely vague-i.e., robustly vague-way.
On the other hand, as Grandy (1986) points out, an adequate homophonic
truthcharacterizationcan leave undeterminedcertainkey logical propertiesand
relations, even though those properties and relations are derivable, within the
operative metalanguage,from the truthcharacterization.For, the derivationcan
depend crucially on the logic of the metalanguage itself, and the same truth
characterization,with all the same "targetbiconditionals"of the form [T('4') <4] still derivable from it, might be formulablein a metalanguagegoverned by a
differentlogic. Grandywrites:
It has been claimed that...we learn about the logical forms of sentences by
giving a [homophonic] truth theory for the language... . It certainly appears
that...we learn from the truth theory more than the biconditionals-for
example we can easily derive within standardtruth theories that any specific
instance of excluded middle is true;indeed we can derive that they are all true.
Surely this information is about logical form.
But how much of it comes from the truththeory?We can divide the
derivation of the sentence T('A v -A') into two parts, the first consisting of a
derivation of a biconditional with that on the left and A v -A on the right, the
second consisting of a derivationof A v -A followed by the result desired. The
truth theory enters only into the first portion. To put the point more
strongly, one can give a perfectly adequate truthdefinition of a classical
language using an intuitionistic metalanguage, and in that case the result
about excluded middle is clearly not forthcoming. (Grandy 1986, p. 181)

Given (i) Grandy'sobservationthata homophonictruthcharacterizationcan
underdeterminethe logical propertiesand relationsof sentences of the language,
and (ii) the observationin Section 2 that the metalanguagetoo will be subject to
the non-classical logic of vagueness (since truth itself is robustly vague), one
should approachthe projectof giving such a truthcharacterizationwith suitably
modest expectations. The truthcharacterizationis not likely to settle questions
about logical propertiesor relations, independentlyof the logic operative in the
metalanguage.The appropriatelymodest expectation, rather,is this: if the logic
of the metalanguagehas the characteristicsdescribedin Section 2, then the truth
characterizationwill interactwith this metalinguistic logic to yield the desired
non-classicallogical featuresfor object-languagesentences.
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With this pared-down prior expectation in force, let me now set forth a
quasi-homophonic truth characterizationfor a first-orderlanguage employing
robustly vague predicates.Here is a very simple languageof this kind:
Open formulas:
(1) Atomic open formulas:'(x is bald)', '(x is a heap)'.
(2) Molecularopen formulas:
(a) If 4 is an open formula,then so are -4 and .
(b) If ) and Niare open formulas,then so are (4 & Ay)and (4 v AV).
Sentences (i.e., closed formulas):
(1) Generalsentences:If 4 is an open formula,then (x)? and (3x)? are
sentences.
(2) Molecularsentences:
(a) If 4 is a sentence, then so are -4 and -4.
(b) If 4 and AVare sentences, then so are (4 & Ay)and (4 v ).
Definitional abbreviations:

( D )=df (' v);
(4 - ) =df (-,4)v N);
(

(4

V) =df (( D )
V) =df ((4 -

& (A D 4));
) & (y -4).

A corresponding quasi-homophonic truth characterization, which first
simultaneously characterizessatisfaction and "dissatisfaction"and then simultaneouslycharacterizestruthand falsity, goes as follows.15
Satisfactionand dissatisfaction:
For any object o and any atomic open formula4,
(la) o satisfies 4 iff: either (i) 4 = '(x is bald)' and o is bald, or (ii)
4 = '(x is a heap)' and o is a heap;
(lb) o dissatifies 4 iff: either4 = '(x is bald)' and o is not bald, or
(ii) 4 = '(x is a heap)' and o is not a heap.
For any object o and any open formula4,
(2a) o satisfies -4 iff o dissatisfies 4;
(2b) o dissatisfies ~- iff o satisfies 4;
(3a) o satisfies --,4iff it's not the case that o satisfies 4;
(3b) o dissatisfies --,4iff o satisfies 4.
For any object o and any open formulas4 and AV,
(4a) o satisfies (4 & AV)iff: o satisfies 4 and o satisfies AV;
(4b) o dissatisfies (4 & AV)iff: either o dissatisfies 4 or o dissatisfies
N;
(5a) o satisfies (4 v AV)iff: either o satisfies 4 or o satisfies AV;
(5b) o dissatisfies (4 v Ay)iff: o dissatisfies both 4 and AV.
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Truthand falsity:
If 4 is an open formula, then
(la) (x)? is true iff every object satisfies 4;
(lb) (x)? is false iff some object dissatisfies 4;
(2a) (]x)o is true iff some object satisfies 4;
(2b) (]x)o is false iff every object dissatisfies 4.
If 4 is a sentence, then
(3a) .4 is true iff 4 is false;
(3b) .' is false iff 4 is true;
(4a) --4)is true iff it's not the case that 4 is true;
(4b) --4) is false iff 4 is true.
If 4 and qi are sentences, then
(5a) (4 & AV)is true iff: 4 is true and Ayis true;
(5b) (4 & AV)is false iff: either 4 is false or Ayis false;
(6a) (4 v AV)is true iff: either4 is true or AVis true;
(6b) (4 v V) is false iff: both 4 and AVare false.
Quasi-homophonic or purely homophonic truth characterizations for richer
formallanguageswith vague termswould be constructedanalogously,modifying
the standardTarskianapproachalong the same lines.
The appropriatecondition of materialadequacy we want, for such a truth
characterization,is that for any sentence 4 of the object language, three biconditionals of the following form are derivable, in the metalanguage,from the
truthcharacterization.(Schema (N) is so labeled because it covers the case where
the given sentence is neithertruenor false.)
MT T('O') X
(F) F('O') -X4
(N) [-T('O') & -F('O')] " (--i & _0
Assuming that the metalanguage is itself governed by the logic of
vagueness sketched in Section 2, a truthcharacterizationalong these lines should
underwritethe appropriatesemantic status for sorites-involving statements (2),
(3), (10), and (11).
(2)
(3)
(10)
(11)

(n)(Bn D Bn+1),
(3n)(Bn & -Bn+l),
(n)(Bn -Bn+I),
(]n)(Bn & -_Bn+1).

Each of these, and their respective strong negations, should turnout neither true
nor false; and the weak negations of these statementsand their strong negations
will turnout true. Statement(10), for instance, is true iff
for every numbern, n satisfies (Bn -* Bn+I)
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iff
for every numbern, either it's not the case that n satisfies B, or n+1
satisfies B
iff
for every numbern, either it's not the case thata person with n hairs on
his head is bald, or a person with n+1 hairs on his head is bald.
In our metalanguage, however, neither this latter statement nor its strong
negation obtain. What holds in the metalanguage,rather,are its weak negation
and also the weak negation of its strongnegation:
(18) It's not the case thatfor every numbern, either it's not the case
that a person with n hairson his head is bald, or a person with n+1
hairs on his head is bald.
(19) It's not the case that not for every numbern, either it's not the case
that a person with n hairs on his head is bald, or a person with n+1
hairs on his head is bald.
And so, by the conjunction of (18) and (19) plus the appropriateinstance of
schema (N), statement(10) turnsout to be neithertruenor false.16
But although things apparently do work out as wanted regarding the
semantic status of statements like (2), (3), (10), and (11), it is clear that-just
as expected-the outcome is not a productof the truthcharacterizationby itself,
but rathera joint productof the truthcharacterizationand the logic operative in
the metalanguage.This point can be made vivid by considering how things turn
out if we make differentassumptionsabout the natureof the metalanguage.
Suppose, for instance, that the metalanguageis governed by classical logic.
Then the two object-languagenegation symbols will, in effect, collapse into one
another:they will be equivalent.(The connectives 'D' and '-x' will collapse into
one anothertoo, as will '-' and '-'.) For any open formula4 and any object o,
o will either satisfy or dissatisfy 4, and hence will either satisfy or dissatisfy '-.
For any sentence 4, either 4 or -4 will be true. Both sides of the '-' in schema
(N) will be false for each sentence 4. As for sorites-relatedstatements,either (2)
or (3) will be true;likewise, either (10) or (11) will be true.
Or suppose instead that the metalanguage is governed by some wimpy
nonclassical logic-say, the kind that results from standardsupervaluationist
model-theoreticsemantics.Then althoughsome predicates,includingperhapsour
predicate 'B', might be such that certain objects neither satisfy nor dissatisfy
them, still there will be two precise boundaries,in sorites sequences of this kind:
a boundary between the true statements and the ones lacking truth value, and
another boundary between the latter and the false statements. Thus, if the
baldness sequence has members that are neither true nor false, then although
statements(2) and (3) will each tum out neithertrue nor false, (10) will turnout
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false and (11) will turnout true.
So althoughour homophonictruthcharacterizationevidently worksproperly
under suitable assumptions about the logic of the metalanguage, it works
differendlyunderdifferent such assumptions.Given this outcome, and given the
unpromisingness of model-theoretic semantics, it appears that one important
implication of the robustness of vagueness is the need for some new kind of
semantical theory, different from the model-theoretic kind and broader than a
homophonic truth characterization. An especially salient task for such a
semantics would be to give some suitable, non-model-theoretic,account of key
logical propertiesand relations:logical truth,logical consistency, and the logical
consequence relation. What such a semantical theory might look like is a
question I will leave largely open, although my subsequentremarks(especially
in Section 6) will have some bearingon the matter.
Of course, since there is currentlyno such semantical theory to underwrite
the logic of robust vagueness, and since it is quite unclear even what sort of
theory to look for, the worry also arises that perhaps no such theory is
possible-that perhaps genuine, thoroughly robust, vagueness is ultimately
incoherent, and hence impossible. And in fact the problem of incoherence gets
dramaticallyforced upon us by a versionof the sorites paradoxagainstwhich the
nonclassical logic I have presented seems impotent, a version which seems to
establish both the impossibility of vagueness and the underlyingincoherenceof
this logic itself. I turn next to that.
4. Thesis:

Vagueness

is Impossible.

I now commence the three-partdialectical investigation I described in the
introduction.In this section I take on the role of advocate for the Thesis-the
contention that vagueness is impossible. I base this contention on a form of the
sorites paradox I will call the forced-marchsorites-so named because it is
designed to force us, one step at a time, into a separateverdicton each successive
pair of adjacentitems in a sorites sequence. The reasoning proceeds as a linked
sequence of subarguments.For the sorites sequence of baldness statementsB(O),
B(1), ..., B(107), the argumentgoes as follows.
(Al)

Considerthe truestatementB(O),togetherwith its right neighbor
B(1). Whatare the possibilities concerningthe semantic statusof
B(1)? Allow as many differentpossible kinds of semanticstatus
for B(1) as you like-e.g., (1) true;(2) false; (3) neithertruenor
false; (4) neithertrue,nor false, nor neithertruenor false; (5)
indefinitewhethertrueor false; (6) indefinitewhethertrue,false,
or indefinite whethertrueor false; ...; etc. No matternow many
such possibilities there might be (even infinitely many), either
B(1) has the same semanticstatusas B(O)itself-viz., truth-or
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(A2)

else B(1) differs from B(2) in semanticstatus.But if B(O)and
B(1) differ in semantic status,then thereis a sharpsemantic
boundarybetween them-which is incompatiblewith the
robustnessof genuine vagueness. Hence B(1) is true.
Considerthe truestatementB(1), togetherwith its right neighbor
B(2). [Etc. for BI) and B(2), as per subargument(AO).] Hence
B(2) is true.

(A107) Considerthe truestatementB(107-1), togetherwith its right
neighborB(107). [Etc. for B(107-1) and B(107), as per the
precedingsubargument.]Hence B(107) is true.
This argumentis very difficult to fault. Each subargumentis an instance of
the same valid argument-form.And, within each successive subargument(Ai),
the premise
EitherB(i) and B(i+1) have the same semanticstatus,or else they differ
in semantic status
is surely true, as is the premise that a difference in semantic status between B(i)
and B(i+1) would be incompatible with the robustnessof vagueness. Thus, for
each subargument(Ai), if B(i) is true then (Aj) is not only valid but also sound.
So, since subargument (Al) is sound, so is (A2); since (A2) is sound, so is
(A3); etc. Thus all the subargumentsare sound, and hence the argument as a
whole is sound.
Given the soundnessof forced-marchsorites arguments,the argumentfor the
impossibility of vagueness goes as follows. If vagueness is possible, then it is
possible for there to be a sorites sequence with true statementsat the beginning,
false statements at the end, and no sharp semantic transitionsanywhere in the
sequence. But for any sorites sequence that commences with true statements,
there is a sound forced-marchsorites argumentshowing that every statementin
the sequence is true. So if vagueness is possible, then thereare sorites sequences
containing statements that are both true and false, which is impossible. Hence,
vagueness itself is impossible.
Now, the valiant defender vagueness (who I'll henceforthcall Val) can be
expected to reply to this argumentby invoking the official response dictatedby
the logic of vagueness I described in section 2. That is, Val can focus on the
conjunctionof the critical premises in the respective sub-arguments,and on the
correspondinguniversallyquantifiedstatement:
(20) EitherB(0) and B(1) have the same semanticstatusor they differ in
semanticstatus;and eitherB(1) and B(2) have the same semantic
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statusor they differ in semanticstatus;and ...; and either B(107-1)
and B(107) have the same semanticstatusor they differ in semantic
status.
(21) For any n, eitherB(n) and B(n+1) have the same semanticstatusor
they differ in semanticstatus.
Val can say that the weak negations of (20) and (21) are true; that the weak
negations of their strong negations are also true; and thus that (20) and (21)
themselves are neither true nor false. Similarly, concerning the issue of the
soundness of the various subarguments,Val can focus on the conjunctionof the
respective soundness claims, and on the corresponding universally quantified
statement:
(22) Subargument(AO)is sound;and subargument(Al) is sound;and
...; and subargument(A107) is sound.
(23) For any n, argument(An) is sound.
Again, Val can say that the weak negations of (22) and (23) are true; that the
weak negations of theirstrong negationsare also true;and thus that (22) and (23)
themselves are neithertruenor false.
But this move, which ducks the forced march by refusing to say anything
specific about the respective subargumentsconsidered individually,can be seen
to be incoherentonce we hold Val's feet to the fire, in the following way. Take
all the pairs of adjacentstatements<Bn, Bn+1> from the sorites sequence. Select
any single pair Bi and Bi+l, and pose this question: "Do Bi and Bi+1 have the
same semantic status?"What can Val say, when forced to confrontthis question?
Not that it is meaningless; for, the nonstandardlogic Val advocates provides no
conceptual room for that. Not that it lacks an answer; for, Val's non-standard
logic provides no conceptualroom for that either (even though it does allow for
semantic statuses other than truthand falsity). Not that it lacks a yes-no answer,
and insteadhas some otherkind, e.g.,
It's not the case thatBi and Bi+1 have the same semanticstatus, and it's
not the case thatBi and Bi+1 do not have the same semantic status.
For, to affirm this would be to posit a (higher-order)semanticboundarybetween
Bi and Bi+1, thus flouting the robustnessof vagueness.17 In short,when pressed
concerning Bi and Bi+l, Val has no option but to affirm this disjunction:
EitherBi and Bi+1 have the same semantic status,or else they differ in
semantic status.
Now continue selecting, one at a time (and in any order), all the other pairs of
statements <Bi, Bi+l>. For each such pair, the argument just given again
applies. The upshot is that Val, when pressed about each pair individually, one
at a time, will eventually affirm every instance of the following open sentence,
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forO<n<

107:

(24) EitherBn and Bn+1 have the same semantic status,or else they
differ in semanticstatus.
But of course, it is logically incoherentto affirm every instance (24), on the one
hand, but on the other hand to deny (either strongly or weakly) both their
conjunction (20) and the correspondinguniversal quantification(21). So, given
that Val really has no choice but to affirm every instance of (24), Val's
affirmationof (20)-(23) is logically incoherent.
So, not only does the forced-marchsorites argumentwithstandVal's attempt
to block it, but forcing Val herself to separately confront each pair <Bi, i+l>
reveals the underlying logical incoherence of her own position. Moreover, that
incoherence also undermines the earlier responses to quantificational and
conditional sorites arguments,as set forth in Section 2. Take argument(C), for
instance. If we force Val to separately confront each individual pair of
conditionals <(Bi z Bi+1), (Bi+1 z Bi+2)>, she will have no choice but to
admit thateither the two conditionalshave the same semantic status,or else they
differ in semantic status. In addition, she will have no choice but to admit that
they have the same semantic status, since a difference would reflect a semantic
boundary either between Bi and Bi+1 or between Bi+1 and Bi+2 -which is
contrary to the robustness of vagueness. So, since the initial conditional
premises in argument (C) are true, Val has no choice, when pressed, but to
affirm of each individual conditional premise that it is true.18 Hence, in
affirming that their conjunction,
z
(16) ([B(O)z B(1)] & [B(1) z B(2)] & ... & [B(107-1) B(I07)]D

and the correspondinguniversalquantification,
(2)

(n)(Bn z Bn+l),

are both neithertruenor false, Val adoptsa logically incoherentposition.
Given that genuine vagueness, if there could be such a thing, would be
robust, forced-march sorites reasoning establishes that genuine vagueness is
impossible. And the sort of non-standardlogic that seems requiredto block such
reasoning turnsout, on reflection, to be incoherent.
5. Antithesis:

Vagueness

is Actual (and Hence Possible).

If indeed vagueness is impossible, then of course it is nonexistent:there are
no vague objects or vague propertiesin the world; no vague concepts employed
in human thought;and no vague terms in humanlanguage. This means, in turn,
that wherever we ordinarily think there is vagueness, there must actually be
certain hidden facts, to which we have little or no epistemic access, in virtue of
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which there is really complete, utter,precision.19
In this Section I will argue that there are no such hidden facts, and that
vagueness is therefore actual (hence possible). I will maintain not that the
putative existence of such facts is incoherent, but rather that the empirical
evidence against them is enormously strong. The empirical case involves three
interrelated,mutuallysupporting,considerations.
First is the content of our semantic intuitions,as competent language users,
about matters of vagueness and precision. For instance, take the term 'tall', as
applied relative to some specific reference class of humans (say, Caucasian
males). When we consult semantic intuition, it seems obvious there is no single
precise minimum value n such that a Caucasian male who is n millimeters in
height is tall. It seems obvious that nothing about the world in itself, or about
our concept of tallness, or about the semantics of the term 'tall', uniquely
sanctions any specific value n, over against numerous others-and hence that
any such choice would be utterlyarbitrary.
These semantic intuitions, especially since they are so persistent and so
universal, provide strong empirical evidence that there is no precise, nonarbitrary, minimum height for tallness. Semantic intuitions of competent
speakersconstitutean importantform of empiricaldata, vis-a-vis hypothesesand
theories about the workings of humanconcepts and the semantics of our terms.
(The evidential role of such intuitions is quite analogous to the role of
competent speakers' intuitions about grammaticalityand syntactic ambiguity,
vis-a-vis empirical hypotheses and theories about natural-languagesyntax.) The
empirical evidence they provide is of course defeasible: semantic intuitions,like
other intuitions, can be mistaken. Nevertheless, there is an epistemic
presumption in their favor, particularlywhen the intuitions are both persistent
and universal;for, underthose conditionsespecially, they probablyemanatefrom
speakers'semanticcompetenceas languageusers and theircognitive competence
as concept users,and hence are probablycorrect.
The second consideration telling against precise boundaries for seemingly
vague notions like tallness is that we currentlycannot even begin to conceive or
imagine-not even in a very sketchy way-what kinds of putativehidden facts
could do the job requiredof them: viz., to combine with more familiar facts to
generate a precise, non-arbitrary,boundary.That we cannot even conceive what
such hidden facts could be like is itself substantialevidence that they don't exist.
Once again, it is indeed empirical evidence, and hence defeasible; for, what we
cannot now conceive might be actual, and hence metaphysically possible,
anyway. (Before Einstein, who could conceive of the relativity of simultaneity,
or of curved spacetime?) But unless and until some positive account emerges,
our present inability to form any positive conception of hidden precisificationfacts strongly warrantsconcludingthattherearen'tany.20
Third, when one looks to contemporaryscience-physics and/orany of the
special sciences -one evidently finds nothing there that lends any theoretical
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supportto the hypothesis that seemingly-vague notions like tallness really have
perfectly precise boundaries. Quite the contrary:given the broad outlines of
contemporary physics, it would appear that even a complete physics-level
characterizationof the world would fail to provide any non-arbitraryway to
precisely delimit the extension of terms like 'tall'; and nothing one can point to
in the special sciences suggests that facts specifiable in special-science
vocabularycould play this role either.21As far as one can tell, our best empirical
theories of the world just do not posit hidden facts that determine precise
boundarieswhere thereis apparentvagueness.
The considerations just mentioned, all epistemically potent in their own
right, strongly reinforce each other as well. Together they add up to a
tremendously strong empirical case against the existence of hidden, boundaryprecisifying, facts-and therebyin favor of the realityof vagueness.
In response to this argument,the stubborndenier of vagueness might try a
fallback position. On the one hand he continues to insist that there is no genuine
vagueness: real, robust, vagueness is impossible. On the other hand he admits
that the argumentagainst hidden boundary-precisifyingfacts has some force and
so he opts for some wimpy logico-semantic treatment-the degrees-of-truth
approach or supervaluationism-of notions we ordinarily regard as vague.
Unlike the original propoundersof these treatments,he would not be claiming to
give an account of vagueness itself. Rather,he would be claiming that the terms
and concepts we normally consider vague are not really vague at all (since
genuine, robust, vagueness is impossible), but are actually only wimpily
pseudo-vague. This proposal,he maintains,preserveslogical coherence for these
terms and concepts; and positing wimpy pseudo-vagueness allows us to avoid
any commitment to a sharp line of demarcation between, e.g., those persons
who are bald and those who are not bald, or between those Caucasianmales who
are tall and those who are not tall, etc.
But a moment's reflection reveals that this fallbackreply is not tenable.The
problemis thateven wimpy pseudo-vaguenesswould requirethe kinds of hidden
precisification-factsI have just arguedagainst.Relative to the baldnesssequence,
for instance, certain hidden facts would have to combine with ordinaryfacts to
determine a unique naturalnumbern such that Bn is true but Bn+1 is not true;
and a unique naturalnumberm such that Bm is not false but Bm+1 is false. The
argumentagainst hidden line-drawingfacts extends to this kind too, no less than
to the kind that would preserveclassical logic.22
Given (i) our semantic intuitions about matters of vagueness, (ii) our
present inability to conceive what hiddenprecisification-factscould be like, and
(iii) the fact that current science evidently does not posit any such facts or
enlighten us about how there could be any, the empirical case against the
existence of these putative facts is overwhelming. This negative case also
extends to any fallback anti-vagueness position invoking degrees of truth,
supervaluationism,or other comparablywimpy logico-semanticalapproaches.
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6.

Synthesis.

Initially it seems that the Thesis and the Antithesis are exclusive and
exhaustive, so that one or the other must be right. If so, then perhapswe finally
have no choice but to acknowledge that the aprioristicargumentfor the Thesis
trumpsthe empirical argumentfor the Antithesis, and to insist that there simply
must be hidden precisification facts wherever we ordinarily think there is
vagueness. Given the strength of each argument,however, we have reason to
seek out a position that largely accommodates them both, and that somehow
avoids fully accepting or fully rejecting either the Thesis or the Antithesis. In
this section I will propose such a position.
When caught philosophically between a rock and a hard place, the
appropriateinitial strategy is to make a distinction. In this case, the distinction
we want is between two potential kinds of vagueness. On the one hand is
vagueness in certain objects, properties, or other entities in the mindindependent,discourse-independent,world. (Henceforth,in order to emphasize
that I mean the world in itself, independentlyof how we happento thinkabout it
or talk about it, I will employ Hilary Putnam's capitalization convention. On
the one hand, then, is vagueness in THE WORLD, and in certain OBJECTS,
and/orPROPERTIES,and or otherENTITIES.)On the other hand is vagueness
in human thought,and/or in humanlanguage.
A preliminaryformulationof the Synthesis I want to propose, over against
both the Thesis and the Antithesis, is this:
Vagueness in THE WORLD is impossible, but vagueness in thoughtand
in languageis actual(and hence possible).
But there needs to be more to the Synthesis than this, because the argumentin
Section 4 was that vagueness is impossible simpliciter-not just that it is
impossible in THE WORLD. As we saw, the attemptto block that argumentby
resorting to the non-classical logic of Section 2 is ultimately logically
incoherent.THE WORLD, of course, cannotbe logically incoherent(althoughit
could certainly turnout to be incomprehensible).Thoughtand language, on the
other hand, can be logically incoherent,without therebybeing meaningless. So
the Synthesis should assert that vagueness in thought and language is both
actual and incoherent.Thus the official Synthesis is this:
Vagueness in THE WORLD is impossible; vagueness in thoughtand in
language is incoherent,and yet is actual(and hence possible) anyway.
I will devote the remainderof this section to an exposition and defense of the
Synthesis position regarding vagueness in thought and in language. (I will
briefly returnto vagueness and THE WORLD in Section 7.)
Even though vagueness is logically incoherent, it does not follow that
vague concepts or vague terms are impossible. Rather, as long as the
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incoherence somehow remains well insulated, instead of propagating itself
destructivelythroughour thoughtand discourse, thereis no reasonwhy it cannot
be present there-dormant, so to speak. (For purposes of this paper I can leave
it open how best to cash the general notion of logical incoherence,and also the
more specific notion of insulated logical incoherence. Roughly, a concept is
logically incoherent if someone who employs it correctly thereby becomes
committed, at least implicitly, to accepting statements that jointly entail a
contradiction.The incoherence is insulated if there are features of thought and
language that systematicallypreventthe commitmentfrom surfacingexplicitly.)
Logical incoherence is usually quite a bad thing, of course, because its
effects are typically so virulent. But one should not infer that it is always
harmful or debilitating.23 In fact, here is an argument to the contrary, with
respect to the kind of incoherence manifested by vagueness (henceforth, vincoherence). Vagueness is actual, and is often a highly useful and desirable
attributeof human concepts and terms. To a large extent, its utility stems from
its robustness.But robustnessis also the source of v-incoherence. Therefore,vincoherence is not a bad thing; although most kinds of logical incoherence are
fatally malignant in their effects on thought and discourse, v-incoherence is
benign.
What logico-conceptual mechanisms operate to insulate v-incoherence,
keeping it dormantand preventingit from generatingdestructiveeffects? Partof
the answer, I take it, is thathumancategorizationschemes evolve pragmatically,
in such a way that frequently-encounteredobjects, events, and situationstend to
wind up partitionedrathercleanly within our operative categories, ratherthan
winding up within the penumbralperipherywhere vagueness startsto matter.As
long as the partitioning goes cleanly, vagueness does not intrude and we can
simply rely on classical logic.24
But the insulatorymechanisms need to be more resilient than this, because
penumbralcases do arise occasionally, both in ordinarylife and in theoretical
inquiry. (They arise all the time in philosophical inquiry.) In such cases, it
seems plausible to suppose, we employ (often tacitly) the sort of logic I
sketched in Section 2. Two complementaryfactors are involved in this. First we
reject, via weak negation, statements like the following, associated with the
three kinds of sorites arguments considered earlier (viz., quantificational,
conditional,and forced-marchversions):
(2)
(10)
(16)
(17)
(20)

(n)(Bn z Bn+1)
(n)(Bn - Bn+1)
([B(O)D B(1)] & [B(1) D B(2)] & ... & [B(107-1)D B(107)])
([B(O)-4 B(1)] & [B(1) -4 B(2)] & ... & [B(107-1) -4 B(107)])
EitherB(0) and B(1) have the same semanticstatusor they differ in
semanticstatus;and eitherB(1) and B(2) have the same semantic
statusor they differ in semanticstatus;and ...; and either B(107-1)
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and B(107) have the same semanticstatusor they differ in semantic
status.
(21) For any n, either B(n) and B(n+1) have the same semanticstatusor
they differ in semanticstatus.
We also reject, via weak negation, the strongnegations of such statements,since
these are logically equivalent to statements asserting the existence of sharp
boundaries between vague categories. Second, we steadfastly refuse to take a
standon each separatepair of adjacentitems in a sorites sequence;i.e., we refuse
to be subjectedto forced-marchqueryingabout these individualpairs. If pressed,
we merely say "There'sno fact of the matterabout category-transitions,"and we
refuse to be pressedfurther.
Now, as I arguedin Section 4, this refusal reveals that the logic describedin
Section 2 is itself incoherent,at bottom. For, we can provide no cogent rationale
for denying (either stronglyor weakly), of any particularpair of adjacentitems in
a sorites sequence, that a query about the comparativestatus of those two items
has a correct answer; yet once we acknowledge this, the nascent incoherenceof
our non-standardlogic quickly comes to the surface. But if the real point of the
logic of vagueness is not to eschew incoherence but merely to insulate it, then
this nascent incoherence will not be a problem-provided that it remains
nascent. And it is easy enough to keep it that way: one just stubbornly
maintainsone's refusal to answerthose persistentqueriesabout adjacentpairs in
the sorites sequence. One asserts oneself, and refuses to be intellectuallycajoled
into the forced march.Praxis trumpstheoria.
As we saw in Section 3, a Tarski-style truthcharacterizationcan be given
for an object language governed by the logic described in Section 2; and if the
metalanguageis governedby thatlogic too, then object-languagestatementslike
(2), (10), (16), (17), (20), and (21) all turnout neithertrue nor false, as desired.
These results about semantics furtherunderscorethe fact that the non-standard
logic of vagueness can be employed in a way that effectively insulates its own
underlyingincoherence,therebyinsulatingv-incoherenceas well.
To summarize: The argument in Section 4 shows that vagueness in THE
WORLD is impossible. This argumentcannotbe deflected by appeal to the nonclassical logic of Section 2, because (as was also shown in Section 4) vagueness
and its logic are, at bottom, incoherent.With respect to thought and language,
however, incoherence does not entail impossibility. So, given (i) the argument
in Section 5 that vagueness is actual, and (ii) the fact that v-incoherence can be
insulated so effectively as to be benign rather than malignant, vagueness in
thoughtand language is both incoherentand actual.
7. Some Implications.
I will conclude by briefly discussing several philosophical consequences of
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the proposed Synthesis. The first involves what might be called logical
i.e., those aspects of semantic theory that provide the semantic
underpinnings for logic. Given the Synthesis, an adequate logical semantics
would probably turn out to be a two-tiered affair. At the first tier would be a
logic that ignores matters of vagueness (perhapsjust classical logic), with an
accompanying semantical characterization of key notions like logical truth,
logical consistency, and the logical consequence relation. A model-theoretic
approach would be appropriatehere. At the second tier would be an expanded
logic along the lines of Section 2, containing weak negation in addition to
strong negation,plus the conditionaland biconditionalconnectives '->' and '->'
definable via weak negation and disjunction. The accompanying semantics, at
this second tier, would presumably acknowledge explicitly that the expanded
logic is semantically incoherentby first-tierstandards;and would also point out
why, and how, this incoherence gets insulated rather than having malignant
effects. In addition, it might also provide expanded characterizationsof logical
truth,logical consistency, and logical consequence. A model-theoreticapproach
would not be appropriate here, presumably.25 What such expanded
characterizationsof these notions might look like, then, is an importantresidual
question for logical semantics.
Second is the import of the Synthesis for ontology. If indeed there are no
vague OBJECTS, PROPERTIES,or other ENTITIES in THE WORLD, then a
correct catalog of what there IS would exclude many or most of the entities
whose existence seems presupposedin human discourse. Not only are there no
such PROPERTIES as TALLNESS or BALDNESS, but there are no such
ENTITIES as MOUNTAINS, DESKS, or even PEOPLE.26For, if there were
such entities, then therewould be no fact of the matterabout theirprecise spatiotemporal boundaries.27 But by the argument in Section 4, the notion of an
OBJECT such that there is no fact of the matter about its boundaries, is at
bottom incoherent. Any ONTOLOGY compatible with the Synthesis position
will thus be quite radically at odds with the apparentontological commitments
of humandiscourse, includingthose of much scientific discourse.28
Third is another point about semantics, in light of this conclusion about
metaphysics. A credible overall semantical theory, I take it, ought to allow for
the genuine truthof statementsof the kind we ordinarilyregardas obviously and
nonproblematically true. So, since such statements quite typically talk about
vague objects like mountains,desks, and people, and since they quite typically
predicatevague propertieslike tallnessand baldness,a credibleoverall semantical
theory should not construe the notion of truth as involving simple, direct,
language/worldconnections between (i) the referentialand predicativeapparatus
of our discourse, and (ii) OBJECTSand PROPERTIES.Rather,it should instead
treat truthas involving a mode (perhapsvarious modes, in various contexts) of
"correspondence"between languageand THE WORLDthatis considerablymore
subtle, and considerablyless direct.29
semantics,
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Finally, and related to the last two points, is an observation about the
metaphysicsof semantics. As I arguedin Section 2, where vagueness is involved
in object-level discourse, truth itself is vague too; its vagueness mirrors the
vagueness in the object language. So, since there are no vague PROPERTIES
according to the Synthesis, there is no such PROPERTYas TRUTH either.30
These implicationsare among the reasons why I said in the introductionthat
the sorites paradox is much more fraught with import for metaphysics,
semantics, and logic than is generallyappreciated.With respect to the semantics
and logic of vagueness, none of the standardapproachesto the sorites work or are
even in the ballpark of working; we evidently need a new kind of logical
semantics, and at presentnobody really knows what it should be like. And with
respect to metaphysics, the sorites has very radical, yet seemingly unavoidable,
ontological consequences. So let me end by reiterating,specifically with respect
to the sorites paradox, the words of Quine: "Of all the ways of paradoxes,
perhaps the quaintest is their capacity on occasion to turn out to be so very
much less frivolous than they look."'31,32
Notes
1. See Kneale and Kneale (1962), who write:
From the explanations given by various writers of later antiquity it appears
that some of the seven paradoxes specifically attributed to Eubulides were
merely variants of others and that the list can probably be reduced to the four
following items:
(1) The Liar. 'A man says that he is lying. Is what he says true or false?'
(2) The Hooded Man, the UnnoticedMan, or the Electra. 'You say you
know your brother.But that man who came in just now with head
covered is your brother,and you did not know him.'
(3) The Bald Man, or the Heap. 'Would you say that a man was bald if he
had only one hair? Yes. Would you..., etc. Then where to you draw the
line?'
(4) The Horned Man. 'What you have not lost you still have. But you
have not lost horns. So you still have horns.' (p. 114).
Item (3) is the sorites paradox. The other traditional example of it involves a
heap of sand from which grains are removed one at a time. The Greek word
'soreites' means 'one who heaps or piles up'.
2. By contrast, the other two kinds of paradox the ancients attributed to
Eubulides-item (2) in note 1, involving intensional contexts, and item (4),
both received substantial
involving the problem of nonbeing-have
philosophical attention.
3. Example: If, when you read or hear the word 'theory', you think 'axiomatic
formal system', then you probably remain more within the grip of the positivist
legacy, and thus of the Euclidean model, than you may realize. When I say that
the positivist legacy perpetuates the idea that Euclidean mathematics is the
model for human knowledge in general, I do not mean to deny the importanceof
the distinction between a priori knowledge and empirical knowledge. Rather, the
point is that for positivists the paradigms of knowledge, on both sides of this
epistemic divide, were axiomatic formal systems: axiomatized logical or
mathematical theories on the one hand, and axiomatized physical theories on the
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other hand.
4. This section is largely adapted from the section 'Robust vs. Wimpy Vagueness'
in my (1990). Very similar objections to standard treatments of vagueness are
raised by Sainsbury (1991a, 1991b) and Tye (this volume).
5. For instance Gouguen (1968-9); Fine (1975); Sanford (1975, 1976).
6. Here and throughout,I will be casual about use/mention niceties.
7. I take it that this is essentially what Sainsbury (1991a, 1991b) means by
'boundarylessness'. He means lack of any precise boundaries between different
semantic statuses, for statements in the sequence.
8. One way to put this point is to say that the metalinguistic predicate 'is an
eligible candidate-extension of' is itself vague. Could a supervaluationist
acknowledge this fact, and somehow build it into his formal semantics for
vagueness? It would appear not. For, supervaluationistsemantics posits a set of
eligible candidate-extensions. Sets are paragons of precision. So if the predicate
'is an eligible candidate-extensionof' is itself vague, then there is no such set.
9. My proposed treatment of the logic of vagueness is similar to that of Michael
Tye (1990, this volume), although our respective approaches to logical
semantics are quite different.
10. Subsequent cross-references to displayed sentences will cite the numbers of these
sentences as displayed directly, rather than as the sentences within displayed
arguments. For instance, '(n)(Bn D Bn+l)' will be cited as statement (2), even
though it occurs in argument(Q) above as premise (1).
11. Putnam (1983b) proposes using intuitionist logic to block sorites reasoning. In
the logic I am proposing here, weak negation plays a role with respect to
statements (2) and (3) somewhat similar to the role played, under Putnam's
proposal, by intuitionist negation and intuitionist double negation. For a
critique of Putnam see Read and Wright (1985); he replies in Putnam (1985). His
position is usefully elaborated, in light of this exchange with Read and Wright,
in Schwartz (1987). For a more recent critique see Schwartz and Throop (1991);
he replies in Putnam (1991 pp. 413-14).
12. There might also turn out to be certain statements in the baldness sequence that
lack truth value, under this vague truth-value assignment. But there needn't be.
The crucial thing is that there be a robustly vague transition, from one semantic
status to another, as one progresses along the baldness sequence. It matters little
whether three semantic statuses are involved for the individual statements in the
baldness sequence-true, false, and neither, with two robustly vague transitions-or whether, instead, there is only one robustly vague transition, directly
from truth to falsity, without there being any statements in the baldness
sequence that get assigned the semantic status "neither true nor false."
13. I use the phrase 'truth characterization', rather than the more common 'truth
theory', because I doubt whether a homophonic or quasi-homophonic truth
characterizationnecessarily deserves the honorific label 'theory'. Some grounds
for doubting this will emerge in the course of this section.
14. I am here using the term 'homophonic', as is commonly done, for truth
characterizations of the kind that Grandy (1986) calls "homophonic and
homomorphic." Heteromorphicones he describes this way:
[I]n heteromorphictruth theories the goal is not to preserve the superficial
form of the L sentence but to reveal its true underlying logical form.... In its
usual setting, Russell's analysis of definite descriptions provides a means to
define truthfor a first-orderlanguage in a metalanguagewithout definite
descriptions. (p. 180)
Homomorphic truth characterizations, by contrast, "smoothly pass the syntactic
and semantic structure across the biconditional with minimal alteration" (p.
181).
15. The phrase 'iff', being short for 'if and only if' is to be understoodin accordance
with my earlier stipulation concerning the English expressions '4 only if N' and
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'< if W'. That is, it is short for ( e A ) & (Ay -e 0), which is equivalent to (+ -+
AV).We want a metalinguistic conditional to be vacuously true when it's not the
case that its antecedent is true.
16. Timothy Williamson has posed a problem I would like to set out and address. He
observes that clause (4a) of my proposed truth/falsity characterization can be
formalized this way:

(* 1) T('-no')+- -nT('O)').
Also, from schema (T) we have
(*2) T('-n') ->--p.
From (*1) and (*2), by the kind of reasoning needed to derive (T), (F) and (N)
from the Tarskian truth characterization,we should obtain

(*3) -nT('O')
)- --O.
One would also expect this to obtain, under the truthcharacterization:

(*4) -T('O')+- -no.
But (*3) and (*4) yield, by the same sort of reasoning as before,
(*5) -T('0') +. -nT('O').
The problem Williamson poses is this: (*5) seems to deny metalinguistic
vagueness.
But although I am indeed committed to schemas (* 1)-(*5), the fact that all
instances of (*5) obtain does not mean that the negation operators '"' and '-_'

behave the same way in general with respect to the truth predicate, and hence
does not mean that metalinguistic vagueness is being repudiated. Consider, for
instance, the following metalinguistic statement (with the variable 's' ranging
over object-language statements in some sorites sequence like the baldness
sequence):
(*6) (s)[T(s) -+ T(s+l)].
Weak and strong negation work differently vis-a-vis (*6), under my approach,
because (*7) holds but (*8) does not, and likewise (*9) holds but (*10) does not:
-

17.

18.
19.
20.

(*7) -_(s)[T(s) - T(s+l)]
(*8) -(s)[T(s)
T(s+l)]
(*9) -_-(s)[T(s)
T(s+l)]
(*10) --(s)[T(s)
T(s+l)].
And since (*7) and (*9) obtain, the truthpredicate is indeed vague.
That this move would amount to positing a sharp boundary, of the kind
incompatible with the robustness of vagueness, becomes quite clear when one
considers the full set of pairwise questions. For some such questions, involving
pairs near the beginning of the baldness sequence, the answer is a flat 'yes': both
statements in the pair are true. So, if there is a pair <Bi,Bi+l> in the sequence
such that Bi is true but the answer to the question about <Bi,Bi+l> is "It's not
the case that they have the same semantic status, and it's not the case that they
do not have the same semantic status," then we get a sharp semantic boundary
between Bi and Bi+l.
John Tienson has asked whether the forced-march sorites paradox isn't just the
conditional sorites "with your nose rubbed in it (i.e., taken seriously)." I would
say yes.
This sort of view is defended in Cargile (1969), Campbell (1974), Sorenson
(1988 pp. 217-52), Horwich (1990 pp. 81-7), and Williamson (1990 pp. 103-8,
1992).
It also constitutes reasonably strong empirical grounds for concluding that such
facts are not even metaphysically possible.
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21. Even if science posits no such precisfying facts in the mind-independent world,
does cognitive psychology perhaps posit such facts "in the head," i.e., in
language and thought? On the contrary, the psychological literature on human
concepts and categories, influenced heavily by seminal work on prototype
phenomena by Eleanor Rosch (e.g., 1973, 1975, 1978), evidently supports the
contention that many concepts and categories are indeed vague. For further
discussion of this literatureand its bearing on vagueness, see Horgan (1990).
22. The stubborn denier of vagueness might try retreating still further, to this
fallback position: (i) admitting that precisification is arbitrary;and (ii) claiming
that the terms and concepts we ordinarilyconsider vague are really precise, albeit
by virtue of arbitraryfiat. But except in special circumstances where arbitrary
cutoff points get explicitly decided or legislated, people seem to employ vague
terms and concepts without precisifying them, and without any need to do so.
Thus, this last-ditch fallback position really requires positing a new brand of
putative "hidden" facts-viz., ones in virtue of which certain arbitrarycutoff
points get implicitly decided, without people's realizing it. All the earlier
arguments against hidden precisifying facts now apply all over again, mutatis
mutandis. Out of the frying pan, into the fire.
23. Examples worth mentioning in this connection, include (i) global logical
incoherence in large databases, and (ii) global logical incoherence in science,
like the incompatibility of quantum mechanics and general relativity theory.
Also perhaps relevant is the lottery paradox: I believe that some ticket will win,
while also believing, of each individual ticket, that it won't win.
24. In general the partitioning goes more cleanly for kinds, like Caucasianmale and
basketball player, than for properties like tallness. In practice, however,
property attributions often get implicitly relativized to contextually relevant
kinds, which facilitates partitioning.
25. Not, at any rate, if models are sets as traditionally understood in set theory.
However, Tye (1990, this volume) proposes to alter traditionalmodel theory by
assigning vague sets to predicates as their extensions and counter-extensions.
(These sets are supposed to genuinely, robustly, vague-not wimpily pseudovague like those of so-called "fuzzy set theory.") From the vantage point of the
present paper, one serious drawback of Tye's approach is that it obscures the
underlying logical incoherence of vagueness rather than acknowledging it; this
in turn, generates the spurious appearance that there is no logical obstacle to
vagueness in THE WORLD.
26. Cf. Peter Unger (1971, 1979a, 1979b, 1980) and Heller (1990 ch. 3), who
employ sorites arguments in support of such a position.
27. W. V. 0. Quine describes well the vagueness of desks:
Who can aspire to a precise intermoleculardemarcationof a desk? Countless
minutely divergent aggregates of molecules have equal claims to being my
desk... Vagueness of boundaries has sparked philosophical discussion in the
case of desks because of their false air of precision. Mountains meanwhile are
taken in stride. At bottom the two cases really are alike; our terms delimit the
object to the degree relevant to our concerns.... [The] cases differ only in
degree. (Quine 1985, pp. 167-168)
Similar remarks apply to persons, of course.
28. I myself favor an ontological position I call Parmenidean materialism; cf.
Horgan (1991). A number of prominent neo-pragmatist, or "irrealist,"
philosophers represent themselves not as advocating a radical ontology, but
rather as repudiating traditional ontology altogether; see Dummett (1975,
1978), Goodman (1978), Putnam (1981, 1983a), and Rorty (1979, 1982). But
irrealism, it seems to me, is actually an (extraordinarily radical) ontological
position, the claims of its advocates to the contrary notwithstanding. Irrealism
asserts that there is no mind-independent,discourse-independent,world (i.e., no
WORLD)at all-there aren't even any MINDS, either human or divine. It is thus
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an ontologyof NOTHINGNESS.
29. I spell out and defend one such approachto truth and ontology in several
interrelatedpapers;cf. Horgan(1986a, 1986b, 1990, 1991). The centralidea,
motivatedin part by considerationsother than vagueness, is that truthis a
normativeattribute,viz., correctassertibility.
30. If truthis a normativeattribute,as I have elsewheremaintained(cf. note 29),
then this conclusioncan be motivatedon othergroundsas well -the same sorts
of grounds that motivate metaphysicalirrealism in meta-ethics, vis a vis
morallynormativelanguage.See HorganandTimmons(forthcoming).
31. Quine (1966), p. 20. Ironically,this essay on the importanceof paradoxes
upheldphilosophicaltraditionby completelyignoringthe soritesparadox.
32. For helpful discussion,correspondence,and/orcommentsI thankJohn Ellis,
MarkHeller,MarkSainsbury,Steve Schwartz,Bill Throop,JohnTienson,Mark
Timmons,MichaelTye, and TimothyWilliamson.I presentedportionsof this
in 1991, andI thankthat
paperin a talk at the Universityof the Witwatersrand
audiencefor theircomments.
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